We discuss the case of a Brownian particle which is harmonically bound and multiplicatively forcednamely bound by V ( ) = 1 2 ( ) 2 where ( ) is externally controlledas another instance that provides a generalization of Onsager-Machlup's theory to non-equilibrium states, thus allowing establishment of several fluctuation theorems. In particular, we outline the derivation of a fluctuation theorem for work, through the calculation of the work probability distribution as a functional integral over stochastic trajectories. 
Introduction
Statistical physics regards instantaneous values of macroscopic (or mesoscopic) quantities as fluctuations around the ensemble averages dealt with by thermodynamics. The interest in their study has steadily increased over time for various reasons e.g. their being serious hindrances to accurate measurements in very sensitive experiments, their being a prime source of information about the system's dynamics (a known example is the fluctuation-dissipation theorem established in linear response theory near equilibrium, linking transport coefficients to the autocorrelation functions of fluctuations, and evolved from Einstein's relation, Nyquist's theorem, Onsager's reciprocal relations, etc.), and since they can induce non-equilibrium phase transitions, they lead to the appearance of spatiotemporal patterns, and assist, enhance, or sustain a host of mesoscopic phenomena impossible in their absence [1, 2] .
The natural framework to describe their temporal behavior is the theory of stochastic processes. A milestone was Onsager-Machlup's fluctuation theory around equilibrium, using a functional integral approach for stochastic linear relaxation processes, and leading to a variational prin-ciple known as Onsager's principle of minimum energy dissipation (PMED) [3] . Another milestone has been set by recent fluctuation theorems [4] [5] [6] , asymmetric relations for the distribution functions of work, heat, etc. Several laboratory experiments have verified their validity even far from equilibrium or from the thermodynamic limit [7] [8] [9] . The validity of fluctuation theorems far from equilibrium poses the challenge to generalize the Onsager-Machlup theory to non-equilibrium states. Recently, Taniguchi and Cohen [10] have succeeded in generalizing it to nonequilibrium steady states, by considering a harmonically bound (spring constant κ) Brownian particle which is dragged with constant speed through a fluid (friction constant α, inverse temperature β) acting as heat reservoir. They have thus derived non-equilibrium analogs of the laws of thermodynamics, and steady-state detailed balance relations from which (among others) a fluctuation theorem for work (valid in the long-time limit) can be derived. In the overdamped case and in a comoving system [ ( ) ≡ ( ) − ], the dynamics are described by the Langevin equatioṅ
τ ≡ α/κ being a relaxation time and ζ( ) a Gaussian white noise, with ζ( ) = 0 and ζ( )ζ( ) = 2Dδ( − ). In order that equilibrium be attained for = 0, it must be that D ≡ α/β and is an average over the initial ensemble. Note that whereas the dynamics of Eq. (1) are invariant under the joint transformation ( ) → − ( ) → − , the Gaussian white-noise property of ζ( ) does not change to
The functional integral that gives the transition probability can be completely calculated, thus obtaining the result 
respectively, with the temperature T ≡ ( B β) −1 . Among the main results found in Ref. [10] are a non-equilibrium detailed balance relation
and an asymptotic fluctuation theorem for work
Taniguchi and Cohen's approach has been recently extended to nonsteady states [11] , by submitting a free Brownian particle with charge to an external uniform oscillating field with strength E 0 . The corresponding Langevin equation is˙
, and D ≡ α/β. Again, the functional integral that gives the transition probability can be completely calculated
yielding a work fluctuation theorem valid for all .
Our proposal
With Refs. [10, 11] as paradigms and using previous results by one of us [12] , in this work we explore the consequences of multiplicatively forcing a harmonically bound Brownian particle. Namely, we consider it as bound by V ( ) = 1 2 ( ) 2 , with ( ) externally controlled.
Calculation of the transition probability
We start from the Langevin equation˙ = ( ) + ξ( ), with a drift term of the form ( ) = − ( ) . The associated transition probability has the following path-integral representation
where the symbol [ ( )] represents the integration measure, and L( ˙ ) is the stochastic Lagrangian or Onsager-Machlup's functional, which in middle-point discretization is given by
for arbitrary 0 . Hence the functional integral takes the form
Since L 0 is at most quadratic in and˙ , it is convenient to expand ( ) = cl ( ) + ( ) around the classical trajectory cl ( ), which obeys
) is the action along the classical path, and
the second variation of S( ) around S cl 0 ( ). After partial integration, we obtain the form 
After straightforward manipulations and using the result det[δ /δ ] = ( )/ ( ) we get
Closed expression for P( | )
A simple method has been proposed in Ref. [12] 
Calculation of the functional integral for the work distribution function
Following Refs. [10, 11] , we denote by βW ({ ( )}) the dimensionless work made at time by the Brownian particle on the stochastic trajectory ( ), namely W ({ ( )}) = Ẇ ( ( ) ) . Since this is made against the drift force − ( ) ( ), the power developed at time on ( ) isẆ ( ( ) ) = − ( ) ˙ .
The dimensionless work distribution function W is a sum over trajectories [included a sum over and an average over with distribution inic ( )] with the constraint W = βW ({ ( )}) (the work over that trajectory) [11] 
Using the delta-function representation
we arrive at an effective Lagrangian
where Ψ( ) = Φ( ) + λβ 2 ( ) 2 and
Then we may write
with
This equation is not trivially solvable by quadratures, as Eq. (2) was. Moreover, the fact that one must find a solution for each value of the integration variable λ makes numerical resolution (by e.g. simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, etc) a titanic task. One way out this problem is to take advantage of the fact that F( λ) is by its def-
takes the form
which shows that the strong λ-dependence is in exp −S cl 0 ( λ) , whereas the prefactor (the last factor in square brackets) has a much less relevant dependence on λ. Hence, a reasonable way to advance in an analytical scheme, without committing a gross error, is to approximate the prefactor
is also an analytic function of λ, the following step is to expand S cl 0 ( λ) up to second order in λ. Now, the aforementioned expansion requires finding ∂S cl 0 /∂λ and ∂ 2 S cl 0 /∂ 2 λ, which in turn requires expanding ( λ) up to second order around λ = 0. In fact, from
with L 0 = ( 2 / 2 ) − ω 2 ( ), we obtain
(note that only S (0) and the second term in S (1) can depend on and , since 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) have 0 as endpoints). Once 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) are found through
0˙ ( ) 0 ( ) the above scheme would allow us to obtain an approximation for P W (W ) and P W (−W ), and evaluate the ratio
where the first and last terms in Eq. (9) cancel out, and we have chosen
The integrals over λ are bound to give Gaussians of the form exp (±W − W eff ( )) 2 and the integrals over (whose calculation is under way) should not spoil that behavior.
The final expression will be reported elsewhere [13] . Meanwhile, we show that even an oversimplified calculation of P W (W ) yields a fluctuation theorem for work, at least for → ∞. We write Eq. (6) as Ω 2 ( ; λ) = ω 2 ( ) − λγ( ) with γ( ) = β 2 ˙ ( ), and expand in powers of λ the exponent of F( λ) in Eq. (8):
By re-parameterizing the integration variable in the second and third terms of the expansion so to absorb the functions γ( ), we are left respectively with σ 2 (τ = 0) = ( ) ( ) and σ 4 (τ = 0) = 2 ( ) 2 ( ) . After re-summing as in [14] , the expression between brackets is now approximately exp −λσ 2 (τ = 0) + 
Conclusions
We have worked out another generalization to nonequilibrium states of Onsager-Machlup's theory, in the spirit of those of Refs. [10, 11] , and outlined for this systema harmonically bound and multiplicatively forced Brownian particlethe derivation of a fluctuation theorem for work, through the calculation of the work probability distribution as a functional integral over stochastic trajectories. The relevance of the present analysis for the study of Brownian motion in general is grounded in the fact that fluctuation relations are robust identities concerning the statistics of entropy production or performed work in the systems under study. They hold arbitrarily far from thermal equilibrium, and close to equilibrium reduce to Green-Kubo or fluctuation-dissipation relations, usually obtained in the scope of linear response theory. The multiplicative forcing studied here can be extended to consider more general forms, like the one studied in Ref. [16] , which is currently under analysis.
